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Abstract

Electricity has traditionally been supplied by vertically integrated companies providing
generation, transmission and distribution services. Consumers have purchased a bundled
commodity - delivered electricity - and there has been no need to price the components
individually. This is no longer the case in competitive and unbundled electricity markets.

One of the outstanding issues in the restructuring of the electricity markets is the way in
which transmission costs are translated into tariffs. The efforts to create a single
European electricity market are difficult to reconcile due to different national network
pricing approaches. The European Commission's draft regulation on conditions for
access to the network for cross-border exchanges of electricity sets general principles for
the pricing of international electricity exchanges.

Nodal pricing provides incentives for an efficient use of generation and transmission
assets. Experience shows that nodal pricing is workable, and its use may be expected to
increase progressively. Postage stamp pricing does not generally provide adequate
incentives for efficiency. However, inefficiencies may be small under certain conditions,
and postage stamp pricing has the advantage of being relatively transparent and easy to
implement.

This paper presents an overview of objectives related to an effective design of
transmission pricing approaches, of transmission pricing models and presents recent
developments in Europe in this respect. Due to the great number of institutional designs
of electricity market organisations, it will be difficult to design and implement a model of
cross-border transmission pricing that results in a high degree of non-discriminatory
international competition in electricity markets, a key objective of the Electricity Directive.

VAŽNOST CIJENA ZA PRIJENOS ELEKTRIČNE ENERGIJE NA
LIBERALIZIRANIM ENERGETSKIM TRŽIŠTIMA

Sažetak

Isporuka električne energije obično je slijedila model okomito integriranih kompanija koje
su osiguravale usluge proizvodnje, prijenosa i distribucije. Potrošači su kupovali
integriranu robu - isporučenu električnu energiju - pa nije postojala potreba da se odredi
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cijena svakog pojedinog dijela. No, na konkurentnim i razdvojenim tržištima električne
energije ovakva je situacija postala neodrživa.

Jedno od najvažnijih pitanja u restrukturiranju tržišta električnom energijom jest način na
koji se troškovi prijenosa preinačuju u tarife. Pri tome je teško uskladiti nastojanja u
stvaranju jedinstvenog europskog tržišta električnom energijom zbog različitih nacionalnih
pristupa u određivanja cijena u mreži. Nacrt odredbi Europske komisije o uvjetima za
pristup mreži u smislu međudržavne razmjene električne energije postavlja osnovna
načela za određivanje cijena u međunarodnoj razmjeni električne energije.

Određivanje cijena po točkama ostavlja prostora inicijativi za efikasno promicanje
proizvodnje i prijenosa. Iskustva pokazuju da je ovakvo određivanje cijena po točkama
(čvorištima) izvedivo, pa se može očekivati odgovarajući napredak i u budućnosti. Cijene
poštanskih maraka obično ne ostavljaju prostora odgovarajućoj inicijativi za efikasnost.
Međutim, pod određenim okolnostima nedostatnosti su vrlo male pa cijene poštanskih
maraka imaju prednost da su transparentne i jednostavno primjenjive.

U ovom se radu iznosi pregled ciljeva vezanih uz efikasno kreiranje pristupa i modela
cijena prijenosa, a predstavljaju se i najnovija europska dostignuća na ovom polju. Zbog
vrlo velikog broja institucionalnih primjera za organizaciju tržišta električne energije, teško
je kreirati i primijeniti model za međudržavno određivanje cijena prijenosa koje dovodi do
ravnopravne međunarodne konkurencije na tržištima električnom energijom, što je
osnovni cilj Direktive o električnoj energiji.

1. TRANSMISSION PRICING OBJECTIVES

Because of the physical characteristics of electricity, congestion in one part of the
network can be caused by activities elsewhere. According to Kirchoff's laws, power
follows the path of least resistance, moving along parallel paths and often taking an
indirect route to its destination. This "loop flow" characteristic differentiates electricity
transmission from other transportation systems, such as highways, railroads and
pipelines, and makes it difficult to define property rights in terms of a simple "contract
path" between two points. Capacity on that path may not be available when needed, due
to the actions of other parties, because power injected at any one location in the network
may affect the availability of transmission capacity elsewhere. This physical characteristic
of electricity networks has been used to justify the view that, quite apart from market
power issues, the transmission system requires some form of centralised control.

Efficient pricing of transmission is necessary to send the correct signals to the market
concerning expansion of existing transmission capacity and the location of new
generation capacity. If transmission prices do not accurately reflect the costs of
transmission, including transmission constraints, participants in the market will not be
able to correctly determine whether those constraints are best addressed through
expansion of transmission capacity of the installation of new generation capacity closer to
the load.
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Interconnection charges, which determine the price at which entrants will be granted
access to the network of an incumbent, play a crucial role in the success or failure of
entry in competitive services. The problem arises because to enter a market an entrant
will generally find it financially impossible to replicate the facilities of the incumbent. Given
the market power of incumbents, access charges will generally have to be regulated. The
regulator's dilemma is to find algorithms for setting access charges at a level that will only
allow entry of competitors that are at least as efficient as the incumbent in supplying
competitive activities. Charges that are too high relative to actual costs will deter entry
into competitive markets, prevent competitors that are potentially more efficient from
surviving and encourage inefficient bypass of the incumbent's network. Setting charges
below the pertinent costs of the incumbent (which effectively amounts to a subsidy to
entrants) also distorts the competitive process by inducing inefficient entry into
competitive markets. Generally, transmission prices should support the following
objectives:

• Efficiency objectives

Productive efficiency. In the short term transmission prices must address the
least cost dispatch problem, that is to reflect the costs of using the transmission
networks in order to minimise the overall cost of generation to meet a given
level of demand. These costs take the form of energy losses and changed
energy costs as a result of network constraints. Spot market based on the nodal
pricing approach achieve this objective, albeit with increased complexity.
Minimising the fixed costs of the network in the longer term has traditionally
been addressed by regulation.

Pricing efficiency. Efficient prices should reflect costs and be free of subsidies.
Pricing efficiency presents a central problem in transmission pricing, since
general network cost allocation rules provide little guidance on what is an
appropriate pricing outcome.

Investment efficiency. Network investment has been traditionally undertaken by
transmission network service providers in a regulated environment. In turn,
users are typically charged more or less averaged transmission tariffs. This
raises the question, whether efficient investment can be encouraged by a more
decentralised form of transmission pricing.

• Cost recovery objectives

The costs of the transmission network are largely fixed and sunk and are, in
practice, substantially greater than revenues accruing through short term
energy market transactions. Loop flows in the network undermine attempts to
allocate costs to specific users or lead to unacceptably large price ranges within
which prices to network users may be considered subsidy free. A "second-best"
pricing approach must be found to recover the fixed costs of the network.
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Simplicity/transparency objectives

Such objectives relate to the complexity of the charging system and the extent
to which customers understand prices and can respond to these in an
appropriate way. This also encompasses market participants' costs of
participating in the market. If these are higher than the expected benefits, this
undermines the likely reform benefits.

Non-discrimination or equity objectives

These aim to ensure that one or more groups of users are not disadvantaged by
a specific approach to transmission pricing.

Stability over time.

This may be considered important in order to facilitate investment decisions.

Flexibility

Flexible pricing structures may be required to accommodate important changes
in the high voltage network and the structure of the electricity industry.

2. TRANSMISSION PRICING MODELS

The two main approaches for the pricing of transmission services are point (non
transaction based) tariffs and point-to-point (transaction based) tariffs.

Point tariffs are independent of the commercial transactions that underlie the transport of
electricity. Point tariffs only depend on the energy injected or withdrawn in each node.
Point tariffs may be designed to reflect the cost of using the network. Additionally, point
tariffs that are sensitive to location serve to manage congestion. Point tariffs include
nodal, zonal and postage stamp tariffs.

Nodal prices equate supply and demand of electricity at each node of the transmission
grid. Nodal prices are continuously adjusted over time and set for delivered energy.
Nodal pricing is also known as locational market clearing pricing. Concerning
efficiency, nodal prices reflect the relative scarcity of transmission capacity at each
point of the grid. This provides incentives for efficiency both in the short and the long
term. Under nodal pricing, transmission is relatively expensive at nodes in which there
is not enough transmission capacity available to accommodate all scheduled
transmission. Higher prices decrease the demand for electricity, thus resolving
congestion (short term efficiency). Higher prices also provide incentives to invest in
interconnections to high price areas (long term efficiency).

Zonal pricing is a simplified version of full nodal pricing. The control area of the system
operator is divided into zones, and prices are set for each zone averaging the cost of
congestion of the nodes within the zone. It relies on the assumption that congestion
tends to occur in just a few nodes of the grid. It is easier to implement than full nodal
pricing. Zonal pricing requires setting mechanisms to deal with intra-zone congestion
in addition to setting prices to deal with inter-zone congestion, which adds significant
complexity.
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The simplest and most common type of transmission pricing is postage stamp pricing.
A postage stamp rate is a fixed charge per unit of energy transmitted within a
particular zone, regardless of the distance that the energy travels. Transmitting across
several utility systems or zones and accumulating utility or zone access charges is
often called "pancaking". Postage stamp rates are based on average system costs
and may have a variety of rate designs, based on energy charges (kWh), demand
charges (kW), or both energy and demand charges. Rates often include separate
charges for peak and off-peak periods, may vary by season, and, in some cases, set
different charges for weekday versus weekend and holiday usage. Transmission
services also are generally offered on both a firm and non-firm basis. Firm
transmission service guarantees service subject to emergency curtailments or system
congestion. In contrast, non-firm transmission service is more economical than firm
service, but is subject to curtailment or interruption, often with little or no notice by
transmitting utilities. Averaged postage stamped charges for transmission use of
services have the advantage of simplicity and meet notions of equity by not
distinguishing between users in different locations. However, the averaging that is
implicit in postage stamped tariffs creates the following problems:

Averaged charges provide poor investment incentives. Particularly in combination with
uniform energy tariffs, postage stamping of network costs does not discourage users
from locating in remote areas of the network, with associated long term increases in
the overall costs of augmenting and maintaining the network.

For large customers, averaged charges may encourage network bypass, by
encouraging direct connection to power stations.

If the objective is to achieve a pricing framework which minimises the distortions in
energy consumption patterns, at least a part of the fixed cost of network services should
be recouped from users via some form of pricing 'rule' which reflects users' elasticity of
demand. Ramsey pricing is one such (market-based) rule, whereby prices are
differentiated in inverse proportion to the elasticity of demand of users. Postage stamped
charges incorporate no aspect of Ramsey pricing or any other approach for minimising
distortions in the use of the network, since they do not distinguish between users.

Point-to-point-tariffs depend on the source and sink of each individual transaction.
Contract path and distance-related tariffs are two common examples of this approach. In
general, point to point tariffs are not cost reflective and do not serve to manage
congestion. They are, however, widely used.

Contract path pricing. Traditional transmission pricing is based on a routing known as
"contract path". A contract path rate is one which follows a fictional transmission path
agreed upon by transaction participants. Contract path pricing may be selected to
minimise transmission charges and also to avoid "pancaking". However, contract path
pricing does not reflect actual power flows through the transmission grid, including
loop and parallel path flows.

Distance-related pricing. Transmission prices are a function of the distance between
seller and buyer. This approach has the same pitfalls as contract path pricing.
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In the absence of full nodal pricing, additional non-price methods are necessary to
allocate transmission capacity. Capacity can be allocated on the basis of priority rules.
Also the right of access can be allocated by means of long term contracts. However,
these two mechanisms are generally inefficient and possibly discriminatory. Non-
discriminatory mechanisms include the so-called counter trade approach and conducting
of an auction whenever transmission capacity becomes scarce.

The more cost-reflective network pricing methods have the following advantages and
limitations:

• Advantages:

The cost-reflective network pricing method provides a practicable option for
developing a long run marginal cost based price on a locational basis in a network
with a large number of nodes, each subject to relatively smooth and small levels of
growth with time. As such, cost-reflective network pricing provides robust longer
term signals.

To the extent that load growth and customer movements occur gradually, cost-
reflective network charges send longer term stable locational signals about the cost
implications of their investment decisions to customers.

Cost-reflective network pricing discourages customers from locating in remote
locations and to limit some forms of network bypass.

• Limitations:

Cost-reflective network charges are derived through an averaged approximation of
load flows along system paths to which individual assets are then attributed. To this
extent, cost-reflective network charging is arbitrary. Since costs are directly related
to assets, cost-reflective network charges are also always positive, whereas location
in some parts of the network may reduce the longer term costs of network
expansion. In London, for example, generators pay a negative transmission rate,
i.e., they are being paid for injecting power.

As a modelling approach, cost-reflective network charging suffers from the
drawbacks which typically arise in the context of complex charges - a lack of
transparency and detailed data and modelling requirements..

Cost-reflective network charges are essentially backward looking, since these are
based on historical investment costs. However, these signals may not be too far
removed from forward looking long run marginal cost, since technological change in
the electricity networks has to date been slow.

The cost-reflective network charge is likely to be less effective in terms of limiting
bypass by other (generation or demand) technologies. High cost attribution to
connection points under the cost-reflective network pricing approach may encourage
the use of alternative sources of energy and lead to an overall decline in
transmission network service provider revenues. This would imply that the asset
valuation should reflect the cost of a bypass option (or the revenue maximising
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3.

outcome), such an approach is likely to be complex to implement, lacks
transparency and would probably be considered discriminatory. However, the
alternative - greater price averaging - would then tend to encourage bypass in
different parts of the network.

DEVELOPMENTS IN EUROPE

The creation of the envisaged single European electricity market will imply an increasing
international electricity trade in order to deliver the expected welfare gains. However,
already in the past there has been a trend of increasing electricity trade in Europe, as a
percentage of national consumption, as can be seen from the following figure.
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Under the Electricity and Gas Directive, the regulators established have their powers
defined nationally. This results from subsidiarity being applied as a principal of
Community policy. The most basic principle underlying the Directive is to take an
important step towards liberalisation, followed by continual and progressive further
opening of the European electricity market. As of October 2001, five European countries
have fully opened their national markets.

On 13 March 2001 the European Commission adopted a package of documents on the
completion of the internal market for gas and electricity, including a proposal for a
regulation on conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges of
electricity. The main objective is to ensure that costs actually incurred by transmission
system operators are accurately reflected in charges for access to the system, including
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interconnections, while at the same time excluding excessive transactions costs for cross-
border operations.

Concerning the compensation of transit flows, the draft regulation is based on three
elements:

• It stipulates that transmission system operators shall receive compensations for
costs incurred by hosting transit flows of electricity of their network.

• It set rules on the determination of the costs incurred from transits.
• Concerning the financing of the compensations, the draft regulation does not

foresee a mechanisms whereby individual exporters or importers are directly held
responsible for transit flows. Instead, it stipulates that the operators of transmission
systems from which transits originate and/or the operators of the systems where
these flows end shall - on a pro rata basis - pay the compensations.

Concerning the harmonisation of national network charges, the draft regulation foresees
that the network costs shall mainly be recovered through charges imposed on
consumption. However, a lower proportion of the total costs charged on network users
may be recovered through a charge on generation. This enables national regulatory
authorities to include locational signals in the tariff structure, in order to send signals on
the most appropriate zones for the location of new generation capacity.

The draft regulation further stipulates that access charges shall be cost-reflective,
transparent, approximated to those of an efficient network operator and be applied in a
non-discriminatory manner. They shall also not be related to the distance between the
generator and the consumer.

Concerning allocation of interconnection capacity, the draft regulation contains an
obligation to implement coordination and information exchange mechanisms. The most
feasible methods seem to be implicit and explicit auctions combined with cross border
coordinated redispatching. A very efficient and transparent way to deal with scarce
interconnection capacity is the system of market splitting currently operated in the
Nordpool. It is intended to transfer this model to Continental Europe.

These provisions are also essentially in line with the proposal of the European
transmission system operators (ETSO) for a temporary cross-border tarification
mechanism agreed at the 5th meeting of the Florence Forum. This ETSO proposal
consists of a fixed compensation fund of € 200 million for one year (2002), whereas the
contribution of each transmission system operator to the ETSO fund is resulting from
applying 1 €/MWh to "UCTE declared exports" and a contribution resulting from the part
of the national tariff.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Most reforms have introduced competition in the generating segment of the industry.
Consequently, the basis for regulation has shifted to the network component. Two issues
are that the network is a natural monopoly and the physics of electricity transmission
require central co-ordination. In the future this may no longer be the case: there are
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already private grids and the possibility of controlling the power flow. These
developments also contribute to the private good character of the network.

Conventional wisdom is that transmission pricing may be regulated and co-ordinated
centrally because of supposed monopoly considerations and of the engineering
interrelationships inherent in electricity networks. But technological advances are eroding
the ability of transmission owners to exercise monopoly power. Distributed generation
technologies, for example, increase the mobility of competitive electricity generation. This
also means that the gas pipeline network is becoming a competitor to the power
transmission network: gas pipelines will transport "electric energy" in another form. Even
in absence of new generating technologies, competitive forces still can constrain
transmission prices in the case of an availability of alternative transmission routes.

Generation and transmission obviously are complements in the production of delivered
electricity, but they are to an increasing extent also substitutes - a trend that will increase
as geographic competition gains importance. Interregional transmission has the economic
effect of reducing regional generation cost differences as cheaper imported electricity can
substitute for more expensive electricity produced locally.

Nodal pricing provides incentives for an efficient use of generation and transmission
assets. Experience shows that nodal pricing is workable, and its use may be expected to
increase progressively. Postage stamp pricing does not generally provide adequate
incentives for efficiency. However, inefficiencies may be small in systems with a strong
grid or large reserve generation margins and postage stamp pricing has the advantage of
being relatively transparent and easy to implement.
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